INTRODUCTION
There is a long-standing debate in the linguistic literature about the correct approach to VP ellipsis. One approach claims that only a semantic antecedent is required for an elided VP (Dalrymple et al. 1991; Hardt 1993 Hardt , 1999 . This approach seems to overgenerate, generally allowing ellipsis without a formally or syntactically appropriate antecedent, e.g., an active VP antecedent if the elided clause calls for an active VP, a passive VP if the elided VP is passive. The other major approach is syntactic and essentially it requires syntactic reconstruction at the ellipsis site (Sag 1976; Williams 1977; Fiengo and May 1994; Hestvik 1995). It tends to undergenerate, not accounting for attested examples where no syntactically appropriate antecedent is available for an elided constituent.
In several papers, Kehler (1993 Kehler ( , 1995 Kehler ( , 2000 Kehler ( , 2002 proposed that which conditions are operative for VP ellipsis depends on which particular discourse coherence relations the ellipsis clause instanti ates. He argued that three distinct types of discourse coherence Kehler (2002) classifies (2) as a cause-effect relation because it can be viewed as an implicational relation, and he contrasts (2) with the resemblance relation in (3).
(3) # This problem was looked into by John, and Bob did too (look into the problem).
In a discussion of VP-ellipsis, Kehler (1995) proposed that a VP can elide only when all subsequently needed information is recoverable. That includes the semantics of the VP and the arguments to the dis course coherence relation. Cause-effect relations are established using only the propositions denoted by clauses, not by subclausal constit uents, so no syntactic reconstruction is necessary to recover the arguments of the discourse coherence relation. By contrast, resem blance relations require that corresponding sub-clausal semantic arguments be identified and aligned. As Kehler notes, finding corre sponding arguments will be facilitated when they occur as syntactically parallel arguments. Eliding a VP generally indicates that these corre sponding arguments are shared and recoverable by reconstruction. The idea that the type of discourse relation involved influences both ellipsis and anaphora resolution is appealing, and Kehler pre sents various intuitions in support of it. These include not only the acceptability of syntactically inappropriate antecedents for an elided constituent, but also intuitions about binding theory violations, e.g., the general requirement that a pronoun must be free in its local domain. For example, Kehler contrasts the cause-effect example in (4), where coreference between him and John is claimed to be acceptable, with the coreference in the similar resemblance relation example in (5), which is claimed to be unacceptable.
(4)
John'si lawyer defended himi because hei would not.
(5) John'si lawyer defended himi, and hei did too.
Recent investigations of discourse coherence and pronoun resolution in sentences without VP ellipsis provide some experimental support for Kehler's ideas. Wolf et al. (2004) examined parallel and non
parallel reference in sentences with resemblance or cause-effect rela tions, using sentences like those in (6). In a self-paced reading study, they found increased reading times for the pronoun when there was a nonparallel antecedent ONLY in the resemblance relation sentence.
(6) a. Resemblance, Parallel Reference Fiona complimented Craig and similarly James congra tulated him after the match but nobody took any notice.
b. Resemblance, Nonparallel Reference
Fiona complimented Craig and similarly James congratu lated her after the match but nobody took any notice.
c. Cause-Effect, Parallel Reference Fiona defeated Craig and so James congratulated him after the match but nobody took any notice.
d. Cause-Effect, Nonparallel Reference Fiona defeated Craig and so James congratulated her after the match but nobody took any notice.
Smyth (1994) and Chambers and Smyth (1998) also investigated "parallel function" effects in processing pronouns. We will take up those studies in the General Discussion, where they are most relevant. Kehler's theory embodies distinct claims. One claim is that dis course coherence relations provide the right dimension for distin guishing syntactically sensitive vs. syntactically insensitive VP ellipsis. An even stronger claim is that the appropriate account of syntactically sensitive ellipsis involves syntactic reconstruction, where (some mor phological details aside) the syntactic representation of an antecedent is copied into the elided VP. These claims may be assessed separately.
However, what makes his theory elegant and explanatory is the con nection between the operations needed to establish the appropriate discourse coherence relation and the applicability/non applicability of syntactic conditions. On his view, the correlation between a particular discourse coherence relation and whether ellipsis is syntactically sen sitive is not arbitrary. When only propositions (no sub-clausal con stituents or entities) are required to establish the coherence relation, as in cause-effect relations, syntactic conditions do not govern the ellipsis. When sub-clausal constituents/entities must be recognized in order to establish the similarities or contrasts needed for a (Resem blance) discourse coherence relation, then syntax becomes relevant and syntactic conditions on the elided material must be obeyed. In short, Kehler's theory should probably be evaluated in terms of the separate claims involved but at the same time we should not lose sight of the fact that the explanatory core of his theory rests on the nonarbitrary connection between the information required for the The first experiment was an attempt to determine if it is true that listeners would reject resemblance sentences that do not have a par allel antecedent, whereas they would accept such sentences if they involve a cause-effect relation. Listeners heard sentences like those in (7) and were asked to indicate whether they understood the sentence to their satisfaction or not. The frequency with which they indicated comprehension difficulty and their reaction time were recorded. The straightforward prediction from Kehler's theory is that the lack of a syntactically appropriate antecedent, in examples with an initial passive clause and a final active clause, will result in higher accept ability and more frequent and possibly faster understanding when the two clauses are conjoined with because, which induces a causal relation, than when they were conjoined with a non causal "resem blance" connective such as just like. A practice list of seven sentences (none of them of the form illustrated in (7)) was also constructed.
Participants and procedures
Forty-eight University of Massachusetts students were tested in individual half-hour sessions. They were instructed that they would hear a series of sentences and should indicate whether or not they understood the sentence to their satisfaction by pulling one of two response triggers. They should pull the right-hand trigger if they "got" the sentence and the left-hand trigger if they did not "get it." They were told to trust their intuitions, and to pull the left-hand trigger if they found the sentence confusing or they didn't really understand it, and were told to pull a trigger as quickly as possible 322 LYN FRAZIER AND CHARLES CLIFTON Jr. after the end of the sentence. If they pulled the right-hand trigger, indicating understanding, they were visually presented with a simple question about the sentence (some true/false, some two-choice wh questions) to ensure that understanding was satisfactory.
The experiment took place in a sound-attenuated chamber.
Participants heard digitized sentences played by a computer over external speakers, at a comfortable listening level. The experimental session began with the seven-item practice list, and continued after a short break with one of the four lists of 64 sentences including the 16 experimental sentences, all presented in individually-randomized order. Twelve participants heard each list. accepted). We call attention to Experiment 4, in which we explicitly manipulated the presence of did too in an attempt to manipulate parallelism, but note that did too did not induce structural parallelism in Experiment 1 because an active second clause was conjoined to a passive first clause in this experiment. In addition, we analyzed the first vs. second half of each participant's data separately, to see if the observed difference between causal and resemblance sentences held true for both halves. If anything, the difference was somewhat larger in the first half of the experiment, where it averaged 11%, diminishing to 8% over the course of the entire experiment. 
Results and Discussion

Participants and procedures
Forty-eight University of Massachusetts students completed a written questionnaire in individual half-hour sessions. Twelve completed each counterbalanced form of the questionnaire. They read instruc tions indicating that they were to rate the acceptability of some sentences on the questionnaire on a five-point scale (they were told that other sentences were to be evaluated for their meaning and that they were to indicate which of two alternatives best expressed the meaning of the sentence). They were told to indicate that the sentence is a "1" (unacceptable) if it is one that they would not say except by mistake or one that they would not expect to hear a native speaker of English saying. They were told to circle an intermediate number (e.g., 3) if they think that the sentence is one you'd probably not say and one that you'd be surprised or slightly confused if you heard an English speaker saying. They were told to indicate that the sentence is a "5" (acceptable) if it is one they could easily imagine themselves or another native speaker of English saying or hearing and not noticing anything odd about it.
Results and Discussion
The mean ratings appear in 
Discussion. Experiments 1 and 2
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 do not overall provide much comfort for the discourse coherence approach to ellipsis. Examples like (2) and (3) provided some of the central evidence for Kehler's theory. Yet, when we manipulate the syntactic appropriateness of the antecedent in a systematic way, without changing focus structure across examples or the presence of presuppositional elements (e.g., too), we find that intuitions do not vary in the predicted manner. Instead, what we find is that syntactic matching is preferred for resemblance relations AND for cause-effect relations. We will take up the importance of this observation, and possible limitations, below after reporting three experiments on the processing and interpretation of pronominals and reflexives in VP ellipsis sentences. 
Results and Discussion
The causal relation sentences (I la) received an average of 53% strict interpretations ("Everyone else blamed Doug"), while the resem blance sentences (l b) received an average of 48% strict interpreta tions. These values did not differ significantly (t(47)= 1.07).3 There was no substantial difference in the probability of assigning a strict 3Note that half of the experimental items required a change in number of the reflexive for the sloppy reading (himself-> themselves), while half did not. Separate analyses of these two halves indicated a numerically greater tendency to assign a strict reading to the former (number change) than the latter (no number change) items, 61 vs. 39%, but this difference was not significant by items (F2(1, 14) = 2.40, p = 0.14). There was some hint of a greater preference for the strict reading in the no number change items for cause-effect than for resemblance sentences, a difference of 8% as opposed to a difference of 1% for number change items, but the interaction between number change and type of relation did not approach significance (F2(1, 14) = 0.31). 
EXPERIMENTS 4A AND 4B
The question now is why intuitions do go along with Kehler's hypothesis in the examples he cites. We suspect this is not due to the particular type of discourse coherence relation, but due to parallelism itself (correspondence between the syntax of the antecedent clause and the syntax of the ellipsis clause) along with the effects of presupposi tional items like too which reinforce parallelism.
In many of Kehler's examples of VP-ellipsis with resemblance relations too is included (virtually always in sentences involving the connector and). With cause-effect connectives, too is seldom present. Kehler (2002) reports a particularly relevant example (his example 102), presented here as (12).
(12) a. This problem was looked into by John, even though Bob already had. b. #This problem was looked into by John, even though Bob already had too. in this example, it is only the inclusion of too that makes the example completely unacceptable. To test this hypothesis, Experiment 4 examined the interpretation of ambiguous VP ellipsis sentences in highly parallel sentences (with did and too) vs. sentences that were less parallel (e.g., with an auxiliary like would, and without too), using only sentences with a resemblance relation. Its goal was to explore the possibility that sloppy interpretations are simply more preferred when the conjoined clauses are made more highly parallel by adding a final too. If this proves to be the case, then it is possible that Kehler's observation that strict interpretations were relatively more acceptable with cause-effect relations and sloppy interpretations with resem blance relations could be attributed not to the difference in type of relation but instead to the frequent use of a final too in the resem blance relation sentences he examined.
A written questionnaire study (Experiment 4A) and an online comprehension study (Experiment 4B) investigated the interpretation of sentences like those in (13) and (14). 
Experiment 4B
The right-hand column of Table 3 Table 4 shows that bound ("sloppy") interpretations were signifi cantly more frequent for parallel than for nonparallel sentences (F1(1,47)= 52.58, p < 0.001; F2(1,15)= 19.55, p < 0.001) and signifi cantly more frequent for reflexives than for simple pronouns (F1(1,47)= 26.09, p < 0.001; F2(1,15) suggests that the theory is best evaluated by looking at the accept ability of cause-effect relations lacking syntactic parallelism between the antecedent clause and the ellipsis clause. In such cases, only the cause-effect relation should be inferred. Consequently, it should not matter in the (pure) cause-effect relation whether a syntactically appropriate antecedent for the ellipsis is available whereas it should matter for a Resemblance relation. Experiment 2 results are perhaps most relevant here. The mismatching causal sentences, the ones without a syntactically appropriate antecedent, were predicted to be grammatical whereas the mismatching resemblance sentences were predicted to be ungrammatical. Yet the mismatching causal sentences were rated no more acceptable than the predicted ungrammatical mismatching resemblance sentences.
In Experiment 3, sloppy interpretations were assigned roughly 50% of the time regardless of whether the ellipsis clause was because everyone else did or and everyone else did. If only the because clause supported a cause-effect relation, this finding would be sharply inconsistent with Kehler's claims. However, if the theory permits a second (cause-effect or contiguity) coherence relation to be assigned to the and examples, it could permit a strict reading to be available in them (though not if the requirements of each coherence relation must be met). We do not find this attempt to reconcile the data with the theory to be particularly enlightening. The lack of any difference between the clear cause-effect clauses and the intended Resemblance clauses requires explanation. One could assume that comprehension is a maximal inference sort of process and that readers assign all possible additional coherence relations essentially without evidence even when they already have inferred one discourse coherence rela tion that is supported by the connective. But we think the elegance and explanatoriness of Kehler's theory would be severely restricted by making such assumptions.
Perhaps the point where the availability of a second coherence relation becomes most relevant is in the discussion of the too exam ples in Experiments 4 and 5. It is reasonable to assume that pro cessing of too leads comprehenders to compute a Resemblance relation even in sentences that may also be assigned another discourse coherence relation. Consequently, in Experiments 4 and 5 perhaps readers assigned a Resemblance relation more readily to the too In conclusion, we acknowledge that Kehler's theory is an elegant and provocative apparent solution to the important problem of under-vs. over-generation of VP ellipses. However, we must raise the cautionary note that the examples he has presented in support of his theory may not have quite the force he ascribes to them. Our own approach to the undergeneration problem is to embed a syn tactic account of ellipsis in a theory of processing in which the processor patches up an antecedent at LF if it is not of the required form (see Arregui et al. to appear, for evidence). This, coupled with Carlson's approach to parallelism, could account for the graded acceptability of ellipsis without a syntactically appropriate ante cedent and simultaneously account for the anaphora facts reviewed here (the availability of strict identity even with "Resemblance" coherence relations, and the preference for sloppy identity and for "parallel function" assignment of antecedents in anaphora).
We acknowledge that it is possible that refinements to Kehler's theoretical position may improve its ability to account for our data. Kehler (2000) discussed the possibility that manipulating the con nective alone might not be sufficient to alter the type of discourse coherence relation at stake. However, if discourse coherence is what's involved, surely it should. That is, using because as a connective, one has no choice but to analyze the relation between two clauses as a cause-effect relation. While it certainly may be true that more elab orate discourses might contain more information dictating the type of coherence relation involved, we do not see how sentences that differ only in the connective can fail to show some effect in the direction predicted by the discourse coherence theory account if in deed coherence relations are playing the causal role that Kehler proposed.
The data we have presented in this paper indicate that parallelism and the presence of presuppositional words like too can directly influence the interpretation and acceptability of ellipsis sentences. Given Kehler's selection of supporting examples, these factors could appear to result in support for his discourse coherence theory because the presence of parallelism is a large part of what is used to identify an example as being an instance of a resemblance relation. Thus, while we find Kehler's theory very elegant and attractive, we find that there is good reason to be cautious in evaluating the empirical evi dence for the theory. 
